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BUREAU ,OF !lIl~ERAL Rli~SOURCES2 GEQ.LOGY AWl! .GEOJ?HYS~C~ 

GEOPHYSl,CAL SUR~~ OF THE JMJ~l'pOSA; ~REA 2 ZEEHAl't 

TASMAN lAo -
BECORDS 1~502 NO.34 

1. INTRODUCTION ala __ 

The Zeehan silver-lead-zinc field is in the West Coast 

Region of Tasmania. Since about 1909 activity on the field has been 

deolining and at present very few people are engaged in active 

mining. A company known as Zeehan Exploration' Ltd. was formed by 

Broken Hill South Ltd. and North Broken Hill Ltdo to carry out an 

extensive prospecting survey of the area. Following on the geo-

physical work oarried out for Zeehan Explorations in. 1947-1948 (1angro~ 

1950). the Bureau was requested to carry out a survey on the Mariposa 

lease held by North Broken Hill Ltdo This lease lies on a direct 

line between Mt.Zeehan and MtoDundas, and straddles the main Zeehan

Queenstown road south of where the road crosses the Dundas Rivulet 

' .. six m.iles from, the Zeehan rail\9ay station .. The area covered by the 

geophysical survey lies to the west of the road and access to it is 

by foot along the Mariposa tram line for half a mile heading west and 
, . .-..: " 

~. 

Ithen north for half a mileo The location of the area is ,shown on 
" 
Pla.te 1. 

(a) General 

The work was performed between January and March, 1950~ 

* 
2. GEOLOGY -

The Mariposa lease covers a bed of westerly dipping 11mp,-

stone loca.ted on the eastern side of the Zeehan syncline. The western 

limit of the syncline is in the ~ustral-Ooeana area. (Plate1). The 

limestone is covered by a swamp, and contact with Crotty sandstone 

to ·the west occurs at the base of a sandstone hill, 200 feet high BInd 

with a slope of up to 30 degrees. This hill is \:}overed by dense 

horizontal scrub interspersed with bauerat and drops sharply to the 

west to the DWldas Rivulet. The dip of the .limestone to the west is 

thought to be 60 degrees or greater. 
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To the east, the limestone is in contact with the Dundas 

Series of slates and mudstones. Concerning faulting. which has 

taken place in the Mariposa area the following statements are quoted 

from Loftus Hills (1949):-

itA pronounced fault of great meridional length, running 

slightly west of north, lies about 1~300 feet east of the 

mine workings. It probably slightly transgresses the 

limestone". 

"A succession of transverse faults offset the limestone and 

overlyillg beds at the mine workings and northwards thereof lt 
0 

(b) Minin..8l> 

Early in 1891 an outcrop of ore was discovered in the lime-

stone at the foot of the sandstone hill. Both northern and 

southern extensions were found along the line of strike. 

shallow winzes cut the line of lode but the only extensive 

Adits and 

exploration took place near the outcrop. The Mariposa. shaft "was 

sunk through 25 feet of sandstone then soft black sand and mud full 

of pyrites and nodules of galena to 95 feet, after which hard blue . 
lime stolle came in ••••••••• The soft black stuff passed through in 

the shaft. may be really portion of the limestone from which the cal

careous matter has been dissolved out". (Montgomery 1893 p quo'ted by 

Loftus Hills). At the 140 foot level an east croas-cut went 21 feet 

before cutting the lode. Later development drove northwards along 

" the 140 foot level for a distance of 435 feet. Five cross-cuts were 
.':i 

put into the lode "proving the width to be 5 to 13 feet of milling 

ore" 0 (Mine report, 1897).. The dip of the lode is recorded as about 

80 degrees to the west. No stoping at all seems to have been 

carried out. Since 1909 it is doubt~l if any further mining work 

was done and now only the site of the old shaft and barren dump 

sites at the mouths of collapsed adits remain. · The outcrops have 

been totally removedg - . 
Recently aerial photographs were taken, a map of the area 

prepared and the photographs interpreted for geology. This in-

formation~d Dr.Hills· recommendations are contained in a report 

issued in 1949. On the basis of this report diamond drilling into 
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the line of lode was commenced at the beginning of 1950 and pro

ceeded concurrently vii th the geophyslcal work. 

By t he end of March, s even holes had been finiahed g 

all of which intersected mineralization at a depth of 90 to 230 feet 

generally below the line of the old northward drive. (See table, 

) "_" Pla.te 4 ct vn,- r~covery in parts was poor owing to broken ground 

and the incidence of vugs in the mineralized zoneo 

Plate 2 shows surface geology, mine working\(in plan)' 

and location of drill holeso 

3. OUTLINE OF GEOPHYSICAL WORK.· 

(a) Genera:l;. 

The purpose of the survey was to examine the Mariposa 

area for possible magnetic and gravity effects associa.ted with the 

known mineralizati on and thence to determine 1!he ex'text of this 

mineralization; and also to investigate the swa.mp covered limestone 

area for hidden mineralization • Further, it was considered that the 

results of the survey and the behaviour of the instruments in the 

difficult terrain would serve as a guide tothe usefulness of the 

magnetic and gravity methods in other similar prospecting areas in th 

Zeehan field. 

(b) Surveying. 

A base line was la.id out approximately 170 feet ea.st 

of the Mariposa shaft and approximately parallel"to the line of lode 

for a distance of 700 feet north and 300 feet south of the shafto 

Cross traverses were extended for 700 fee't on either Side. East 

of the base line the traversee6ross the limestone swamp and extend 

to the rising ground of the Dundas Series, and west of the base line 

they extend for 10Q feet beyond the crest:~of the sandstone hill. 

Pegs were spaced at 25 feet intervals. The levels required for the 
, 

gravity survey were referred to a base datum station with nominal 

elevation of 600 feet. 

Traverses were cleared of scrub, vines and roots to 

give easy access and security on the steep slippery slopeso In 

places steps were cut or rough ladders used. The cutting and 
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surveying of these traverses occupied most of the time of the par·ty 

although North Broken Hill Ltd. provided a surveyo~, his assistant, 

and one or two scrub-cutters. 

(c) Magnetic Meth~~ • 

In the magnetic method an observation of the vertical 

component of the earth's magnetic field is made at each station'of 

the area and the value expressed relative to that at an arbitrarily 

~elected base station. Anomalous variations in the field may be 

caused by the presence: in the rocks of magne'tic materials. At Oceana. 

the mineralization contained slightly magnetic material probably in 

the iron carbonate, and this produced a small well defined anomaly 

over what was proved to be an ore body. (Langron, 1950). It was 

thought that the 'magnetic method might similarly provide indications 

of mineralization in the Mariposa area. 

A WattsO vertical force variometer 15977 with a 

sensitivity of 1 division = 32.8 gamma was used. SomElo! the 

readings in the area were affected by the presence of the diamond 

drill and its associated pumps, pipes and dumps of drill steelQ 

Towards the end of the survey a worn' knife edge prevented complete 

coverage of the area by the variometer. 

(d) Gravity Method. 

To test the possibility of using the ~avity'methodp 

density determinations were made on rock samples with the following 

results. 

Crotty sandstone (surface) 2.5 

Limestone 2.7 

Dundas Mudstone 2.5 

Tests on core from DDH 4 showed that the density of the 

limestone was generally 2.7, but rose sharply to 3.3, ten feet before 

the hole entered the mineralised portion • No samples of the 

mineralised ore were available for testing but it seems reasonable~ 

suppose that its density would be at least 3.3. Beneath the 

mineralised area, the denSity was again 2.7, and rose to 2.9 over the 

last ten feet of the hole. Core from this section consisted of 

limestone and clay with fine grained mineralisation along a clay 
/' ., 
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filled fissure. These results indicate that the density of the 

mineralised portion ~ay be expected to be greater than that of the 

limestone by at least 0.6, so that a lode of sufficient size 

would give a positive gravity anomaly at the surface. 
, 

At each of the stations on the area the gre:vi tati onal 

force was measured relative to that at a selected base station. 

The gravimeter used was the Heiland NOQ58 fitted with a water-proof 

perspex cover. Its sensitivity was 0.1067 milligal per scale 

division. In an endeavour to obtain finn foundations on the swampy 

soil a special tripod with long legs was used·and it was usually 

necessary to push the feet of the tripod down to a depth of about 

12 inches. Despite these precautions movements of personnel and 

vibrations of the . diamond drill were transm:i.tted through the mud and 

readings were often difficult to obtain. Base readings were taken 

at hourly intervals and readings on traverses with unsatisfactory 

end closures were repeated until consistent. Weather, contrary to 

expectations, was. almost free of rai.n. Trouble was experienced on 

two days from overhea.ting of the meter in the warm sunshine. 

The observed gravity values were· corrected fo"r differ

ences in elevation and latitude of the stations from the base, and 

also for the terra.in effect due to nearby hills and valleys. 
j 

On the basis of the density determinations referred to 
.' 

above, the elevation correction factor corresponding to ~ specific 

._gravi ty of 2 .. 5 was adopted. This factor was in agreement with that 

determined by the ma"thematical application of a method of three-

station groups (Sharpe, 1945). USj.ng· the levels of all the stations 

and of a traverse along the Queenstown road, together with air 

photographs, a contour map was drawn of the area. Terrain 

corrections were then applied. These should be reasonably accurate , 

over the limestone area and the eastern slopes of tlle sandstone, 

but are liable to be inaccurate near the top of the-hill and to the 

west. of ito 

The reduced gravity values obtained by correcting the 

observed values for elevation, 1at1 tude, and terraj.n may show 

regional anomalies _ such as could be related to mQ.j0Y' fp!\tu.rp,~ in _ 
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the underlying geological structureo or localised anomalies 

which are of interest in mineral prospecting as they may be caused 

by zones of mineralization which, owing to mineral content, ha~.re 

·a higher density than that of the surrounding formation. It was 

found in the Oceana survey that seme of the anomalies investigated 

were ca~3ed by the occurrence of a zone of siderite which is of 

higher density than the country rock limestone (Langron, 1950)0 

The sideri·te was the gangue material in which was found 

argentiferous galena. 

The satisfactory testing of the gravity method over 

the known mineralisation in the Mariposa area presented some 

difficultieso The lode occurs at the foot of a steep hill and 

near or underneath an overlying sandstone bed. This meant that 

the readings on each traverse were taken on a slope rising away 

from the expected mineralized zone. Furthermore, the gravity 

picture could be complicated by the occurrence of black pug 

presumably of low denSity, which, being adjacent to or inter

mingled with the mineralization, would teng to decrease the 
_<-{f,ob 

density contrast between the mineralized zone and the limestoneo 

4. RESULTS AND INTERPHETATION 

(a) Magnetic" 

The magnetic profiles (Plate 6) show no well defined 
j 

anomalies but ra·ther na.rrow zones of magnetic .. disturbance in the 

vicinity of the shaft and zone of mineralization. It 'is not 

possible to decide whether these disturbances are due to·the 

mineralization or to drilling equipment, old mining iron, etc. 

(b) Gravity. 

The gravity profiles (Plate 3) represent the reduced 

gravi ty values. The profiles show a pronounced general decrease 

in values to the west and superimposed on this trend a definite 

positive anomaly just west of the baselineo There is also a 

general decrease in values northward from 0 0 traverse. The 

denSity difference at the sandstone-limestone contact could explai' 

por·tion of the westerly trend but it is more likely a regiona.l 

effect connected with the synclinal structure. In order to :r' 
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examine th,~) results for local -anomalies it is necessary to remove 

these regional trends e For this purpose a regional contour 

pattern W~fj produced ,by a process of severe smoothing of the con-

tours drawn from the original reduced values • From the regional 

contours, FJULooth regional profiles were derived and are shown by 

broken linea on Pl~ta 30 The differences 'between regional and 

reduced va.lues have been plotted as residual gravity profiles', 

variationA in which should be due to purely local effects. The 

profile~.o or theso residual values and contours at intervals of 0.1 

milligal are shown on Plate 4Q 

It should be noted that this method of removing regional 

effects io far from satisfactory, as it introduces a considerable 

subjective element. However, ,the labor involved in applying any 

of the mora systematic methods would be unwarranted, as the data 

available are inadequate due to the lack of accurate terrain 

correctiono, and to the fact that the obserVations do not cover a 

sufficient areao 

Examination of the contours shows seven anomaly centres. 

(1) and (2) are centres of an elongated positive anomaly the axis 

of which ia parallel to, but about 50 feet east of .the line of 

mineralization as intersected by the drill holes. The peak of 

anomaly (1) occurs near traverse N3. The old drive passed under 

this trav6rsC3 at a depth of 100 feet below dat~. Diamond drill 

holes NBH DD4 and DD5 passed under the anomaly at depressions of 45 

degrees and 35 degrees respectively and both made ore intersectionso 

Theoretical examination has been made of the anomaly 

along N3 traverse but interpretation is made difficult by the fact 

that readings were taken on a slope and therefore at an increasing 

distance from the anomalous zone. A preliminary examination 

indicates that the anomaly could be caused by ~ tabular body dipping 

steeply to the west, extending 400 feet deep and reaching to within 

20 feet of the surface at a point corresponding to the peak of the 

anomalyo However a hypothetical..body of this form would be dis-

placed to -the east of the known mineralization, and in order to 

reconcile the interpretation with the known mineralization as shown 
<b 
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in DD4, DD5 one needs to consider ei'l;her one body passing steeply 

through the major ore intersections wi'l;h a change ·of dip to reach the 

surface underneath the peak of the anomaly; or a body dipping at 700 

passing through the end of DD4 and the mineralization of DD5 and 

continuing to the surface, with a secondary body with similar dip 

passing through the m.ineralization shown in DD4 i its ,i.pper limi·t; 

being below th~ line of DD50 

~'he line of anomaly (2) is displ9.ced about 1 00 £~et ea.st. 

of that of anomaly (1). The contour pattern suggests that one of 

the transverse faults mentioned by Loftus Hills crosses the area 

close to the Mariposa shaft and has caused a lateral displacement 

of the geological features and hence of the gravity ind:lcations. 

The northern portion of anomaly (2) h8.S been. tested by NBH'DD10~ 
~ 

situated~traverse S1. The recovery from this hole was small and 

showed scattered mineralization in a position which suggests that9 

south of the Mariposa shaft the lode tends to swing to the west~ i.e. 

that it follows the same trend as the gravity indications. The 

magnitude of anomaly (2) appears to be increasing to the south toward 

the site of the South Nevada workings. 

Anomalies (3), (4) and (5) occur over the sandstone in 

proximity to the brow of the hill. 

can not be relied on for accuracy. 

In this region terrain correc-ti 0 

The anomallestcould be due to 

consistent errors in estimating the height of the unsurveyed cnuntry 

to the west. 

Anomaly (6) is a broad allOl!laly that becomes apparent after 

the regional correction has been appliedo There is surface 

evidence that the ground- underneath tbe anomaly contains some saud·· 

stone. This would complicate the gravity picture but the existenc~ 

of a sandstone-limestone contact would be favourable for ore 

occurrence. The anomaly could be due to a ~R~ized body at a 

depth of 200 to 250 feeto HoV/ever, it is at least equally likely 

that the presence of the anomaly is due to incomplete removal of 

regional effects, because of lack of control due to the fa.ct that the 

site is ,close to the edge of the surveyed area. 
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Anomaly ('1) is a negative localized one. It is probably 

caused by a large cavity in the limestone fairly close to the surface. 

Cavi ties in the limestone are quite a fea't;ure of the Zeehan field 
• 

and any gravity indications are likely to be modified by the occurrence 

of vugs in close pro1~imity to the mineralizationo 

5. RECOIlIM~NJ2.ATIONS 

Although it is difficult to find a satisfactory inter

preta.tion of the'main gravity indication~ anomaly (1), consistent with 

the drilling results, it is considered significant that anomalies (1) 

and (2) form a continuous feature which closely follows the known 

line of mineralization. As this gravity feature extends beyond 'the 

limits of the present drilling it provides s~fficient justification 

for extending the drilling at least another 300 feet to the north. 

If this testing is carrj.ed out the drill holes should be depressed 

45 degrees and, if possible, continued until the sandstone contact 

is reached. The increasing magnitude of anomaly (2) towards the 

south is, a point in favour of further drilling south of NBH D~106 

In this case the collars should be placed 50 to 100 feet east of the 

baselineo 

Anomalies. (3) and (5) are Qncertain and of small magnitude 

and would warrant investigation only if a definite decision to mine 

the area were made. 
I 

Anomaly (4) is of fairly large magnitude but 
" 

the survey was not continued sufficiently far to the south to close 

the anomaly contours and ter~ain and regional corrections on the edge 

of a survey's grid s.re subject to inacc.uracy. At the present stage 

of investig~tions this anomaly does not justify a drilling 

recommendation .. 

It is likely that anomaly No.6 is caused by the method of 

treating the data, rather than by any definite subsurface geological 

condi tiono No testing of it can be recommen ded o 

60 CONCLUSI0ti,S 

The area has been covered ?y a gravimetric survey and 

partly by a magnetiC survey. No significant results were obtained 

from the magnetic survey, this being partly due to artificial dis
\~ 

turbances roduced b' t e presence of iron materials on the 
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surface. The Heiland gravimeter has not been designed for use in 

such rough country as the Mariposa area, and under these conditions 

of opera"tio~ the maximum accuracy could not be obtained with the 

instrument. The large corrections necessary- for rough terrain redl.we 

the possibility of detecting anomalies such as associated with oTe: 

and may cause the introduction of spurious anomalies. However, it is 

considered that the grav~ty results include significant anomalies 

which can be related to the known mineralization and which provide 

sufficient justification for further drilling in the area. Further 

testing of" the anomalies found by the gravimeter should :L:u,dicate the 

suitability of the gravity method for the investigation of~her 

similar areas in the Zeehan field o 
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